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THE FIRE
SAS HERO TURNS MANCHESTER HIT-MAN (A RICK FULLER THRILLER
BOOK 2)
Rick Fuller, a once decorated SAS hero, now Manchester hit-man, likes
nothing better than disposing of his employer's rivals in return for a
suitcase of cash. His spectacular fall from grace and obsession to discover
the identity of the IRA terrorist who gunned down his wife, all but
destroyed him. Ten years have passed since that fateful day, and Ireland
has seen many changes. Patrick O'Donnell, the man who slaughtered Cathy
Fuller on her doorstep in Hereford in 1996 is now the First Minister of the
Province, and on the face of it, a trusted and respected politician. The
British Secret Service know that O'Donnell is secretly the leader of the New
IRA, a group determined to re-kindle the troubles and destabilise the peace
process. Not only is The Firm willing to assist Fuller and his team to
assassinate O'Donnell, but will pay handsomely for the privilege. 'The Fire'
is book two in the Rick Fuller Trilogy... The game is deﬁnitely back on.

THE FIX
Urban Books What would you do if you felt like you were dying and the only
thing that could save you was the very thing that was killing you? Persia
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Chandler doesn't know the meaning of the world struggle. After the arrest
of her notorious father, she is whisked away from Harlem, the only place
she has ever called home, to be raised in an aﬄuent neighborhood in Long
Island City. Her mother and stepfather shower her with the best that life
has to oﬀer. During her senior year in high school, she convinces her
parents to let her transfer from Catholic school to attend public school.
That is the start of her problems—but it's hardly the end. In her new
school, Persia is reunited with the friends she was forced to move away
from, and starts to drift further and further from the life her mother and
stepfather have built for her. To the sheltered Persia, the Harlem
underworld is like one big adventure. Things promise to get even more
interesting when she starts dating a dealer named Chucky. He introduces
her to his world of sex, money, and drugs, dragging Persia along with him
on a long and bitter ride into the bowels of addiction.

THE FIX
SAS HERO TURNS MANCHESTER HIT-MAN (A RICK FULLER THRILLER
BOOK 1)
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform In the winter of 1996, on the
orders of the British Government, the SAS stole the contents of a safe
belonging to the Provisional IRA. Rick Fuller headed that team. Days later
Fuller's wife was brutally murdered at his home. Convinced he was
betrayed from within, Fuller begins a relentless search for her murderers
and the men who gave the order. Ten years on Fuller is a Manchester
gangland enforcer, a lone and bitter ﬁgure. Fuller recruits an old colleague
to help him recover a consignment of cocaine from Amsterdam. In the
search, doors open on the past and Fuller can ﬁnally take his revenge on
the men who betrayed him.

BREAKING BONES
THE 50/50 KILLER
Orion The breakthrough thriller from a new talent in psychological crime ...
Mark Nelson is a young police oﬃcer, newly assigned to the team of John
Mackey - a highly-decorated and successful detective, and author of a
bestselling true crime book based on his years of experience catching
killers. Mackey is a legend in the force and it's a huge opportunity for
Mark, who has dedicated his life to his job ever since the death of his
girlfriend years before. When a man is found burned to death in his own
home, Mackey's team is thrown into an investigation that grows darker and
more complex at every turn. The evidence points to a man known as the
Fifty-Fifty Killer. His targets are young couples, who he stalks and subjects
to a single night of torture and manipulation, testing and destroying the
love between them. Only one of them ever survives until dawn. And his
victims include a former member of Mackey's team. Soon afterwards, a
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young man walks into a police station badly tortured and with his memory
in tatters. He knows only that his girlfriend is still being held captive in the
woods he's escaped from. But the team know that by ﬂeeing, the man has
sealed his girlfriend's fate. If they can't piece together his experience by
daybreak then she will die in his place. However, all is not what it seems ...

DIRTY
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform Probationary Constable Dave
Stewart knew that William Bailey was guilty of murder. All he had to do to
convict him was change one line in his statement.Detective Chief
Superintendent John McCauley loves dirt.He collects it in secret ﬁles to use
against his enemies and since Stewart slept with the beautiful Detective
Sergeant Anne Wallace, he is the enemy.Stewart hatches a plan to destroy
the evidence against him, but what he ﬁnds inside those ﬁles, is evidence
of a vile paedophile ring operating under McCauley's nose.Now three
people are dead and Dave Stewart is the prime suspect.Set in 1980's
England, 'Dirty' is a dark and disturbing murder mystery that pulls no
punches.

THE LONDON PROJECT (A SCIENCE FICTION THRILLER) (PORTAL BOOK
1)
Mark J Maxwell In a smart city that monitors your every move, ﬁnding the
killer of a young girl should have been easy. Detective Sergeant Louisa
Bennett is assigned to investigate the murder. Following an attack on
London’s network, private data on every city resident is leaked. In the
ensuing chaos, when Louisa uncovers a connection between her own case
and the data breach, she becomes a target herself. To save her own life
Louisa must uncover the truth behind the girl’s death — a truth which
leads her deep into the heart of The London Project. -- Set in a familiar yet
futuristic London, The London Project blends a detective who-done-it
mystery with science ﬁction to produce a fast paced crime technothriller.

DETECTIVE
Open Road Media A death row confession sparks an investigation that will
tear Miami apart in this “engrossing thriller” from the #1 New York
Times–bestselling author (Booklist). Detective-Sergeant Malcolm Ainslie, a
former Catholic priest, is about to start his vacation when a call comes in
from death row. Before serial killer Elroy Doil is taken to the electric chair,
he wants to make a full confession to the cop who put him away. To close
the books on additional murder cases in which Doil is a suspect, Ainslie
drives four hundred miles to Florida State Prison. Although Doil confesses
to ten other homicides, he insists that he didn’t commit the crime for which
he will be executed the following day: the grisly slaying of a city
commissioner and his wife. In his search for the real killer, Ainslie will
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discover that the upper levels of Miami’s government—including some of
his closest colleagues—are more corrupt and dangerous than he ever
imagined.

FURY
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform Never cross the dead Just
when life deals SAS veteran Gabriel Wolfe a decent hand, his best friend is
murdered. And Gabriel's in the frame for the crime. Struggling to come to
terms with her death, he ﬁnds his world collapsing around him. The woman
calling herself Erin Ayers is rich, powerful, and very, very deadly. And she's
out for blood. Gabriel's, mainly. But ﬁrst she wants to destroy everything and everyone - he loves. She's hired an assassin Gabriel last met in Hong
Kong to help her. Nobody is safe from Erin Ayers and her fury. But who is
she? Why does she hate Gabriel Wolfe so much? And how can he discover
her true identity? The clock is ticking... A high-octane thriller that never
lets up This break-neck action thriller is the ﬁfth novel in Andy Maslen's
Gabriel Wolfe series. The story moves from Gabriel's home in the English
countryside to central London, Kazakhstan, Zurich, Venice, Manhattan,
upstate New York and Hong Kong. With a rising body count, and enough
military and improvised hardware to start a small war, this story is not for
the faint-hearted. Alongside his ﬁght to defeat his latest enemy, Gabriel
must battle his PTSD, which invades his mind at the worst possible
moments. Praise for Andy Maslen's other novels Fans of Lee Child, Daniel
Silva, Brad Thor, Vince Flynn, Andy McNab and Chris Ryan love the Gabriel
Wolfe thrillers. > First Casualty "I regularly read books of this
action/adventure genre and I recently discovered Andy Maslen and his
character Gabriel Wolfe. The style of writing is very engaging and I always
wanted to read more to know what happened next. I enjoyed the writing
style and this journey of exploration. Watch out for Andy Maslen as his
books are getting better each time. Already waiting for the next one!!"
Matt Goulding "This book is incredible. Andy Maslen in an amazing author,
draws you in, keeps you there. Read his ﬁrst four books and can't wait for
the ﬁfth. Would highly recommend all four of the books." Michael Lock >
Condor "Oh! I love this series. Gabriel's latest excursion dealing with
terrorism and a religious cult is thrilling from the very ﬁrst chapter until
the last. Andy Maslen has created a gem of a character and I hope it won't
be too long before I get the chance to continue reading about him. I love
out of nowhere how the plot develops and surprises. No spoilers from me.
Just go ahead and read for yourself. You won't regret it!" Paul Smith
Veriﬁed Purchase "The pace of the narrative is fantastic and draws you
right on to the next chapter. I really like the way Andy Maslen creates his
locations. Whether the hero is in Oxford Street or in the jungle or the
English countryside, he somehow manages to conjure up all the sights,
sounds and smells to convince you it's real. If you love a good action
thriller, I can totally recommend Condor." HV Sherborne Veriﬁed Purchase
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> Blind Impact ..". continues to develop its rugged hero." Kirkus Reviews
"There's so much energy in this story, you're hooked from the start and
can't help but race through it. I'd love to see this series made into a ﬁlm
franchise!" VR Veriﬁed Purchase > Trigger Point "Action, double-crosses,
villains galore... a rattling good thriller! Early Bond meets Jack Reacher - a
thrilling debut outing for a new action hero." Damien Seaman, author of
The Killing of Emma Gross, on Trigger Point. "A pacy and entertaining read,
with plenty of action, genuine suspense and good snappy dialogue. Gabriel
Wolfe is a great new addition to the world of thriller heroes." bookworm51
Veriﬁed Purchase BUY YOUR COPY OF FURY NOW

TREASON
A NOVEL
St. Martin's Press In Rick Campbell’s newest thriller, a military coup in
Russia leads to a swift invasion of former Soviet territories—while the U.S.
has been rendered powerless to respond. In Russia, the military is anxious
to assert its military strength and regain its role as a superpower. The
Russian President refuses to greenlight a bold plan to disable American
strategic nuclear capability and retake Ukraine and the Baltic States,
fearing the potential consequences of involving nuclear weapons. But the
generals won't have it and at the ﬁrst opportunity, they overthrow the
president in a military coup. Then they use a narrow window to initiate
their bold plan—the Zolotov option—which will render all of America's B2
bombers and ballistic missiles useless. With the U.S. oﬀ the board, they
swiftly invade Ukraine with an overwhelming force, an invading Army that
even NATO can't hope to resist. Now, it's game on. Without their primary
weapons, the U.S. has to ﬁnd a way to ﬁght back on multiple fronts. If
they're to have any chance, they'll have to overcome the malware that has
grounded their ballistic missiles and planes, as well as secretly land a SEAL
team to help rescue the imprisoned Russian President, and help retake
control from the forces that are driving Europe into a continental war. Rick
Campbell, one of the ﬁnest young military thriller writers, returns with his
biggest and boldest novel to date.

UNCONVENTIONAL WARFARE (SPECIAL FORCES, BOOK 1)
Scholastic Inc. Discover the secret missions behind America's greatest
conﬂicts. Danny Manion has been ﬁghting his entire life. Sometimes with
his ﬁsts. Sometimes with his words. But when his actions ﬁnally land him in
real trouble, he can't ﬁght the judge who oﬀers him a choice: jail... or the
army. Turns out there's a perfect place for him in the US military: the
Studies and Observation Group (SOG), an elite volunteer-only task force
comprised of US Air Force Commandos, Army Green Berets, Navy SEALS,
and even a CIA agent or two. With the SOG's focus on covert action and
psychological warfare, Danny is guaranteed an unusual tour of duty, and a
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hugely dangerous one. Fortunately, the very same qualities that got him in
trouble at home make him a natural-born commando in a secret war. Even
if almost nobody knows he's there. National Book Award ﬁnalist Chris
Lynch begins a new, explosive ﬁction series based on the real-life, topsecret history of US black ops.

PRETTY GIRLS
Random House The compelling new standalone novel from the Sunday
Times No. 1 bestselling author of Unseen and Cop Town. With a missing girl
in the news, Claire Scott can't help but be reminded of her sister, who
disappeared twenty years ago in a mystery that was never solved. But
when Claire begins to learn the truth about her sister, nothing will ever be
the same.

SIX
STRIKER has a gift. He sees things other cops don't. Sometimes, it's a
blessing. On other occasions, a curse.When a package containing graphic
pictures of a murder taking place is delivered to the mother of the victim,
the unconventional and uncompromising detective is called upon to use his
special talents to solve the case.With just a small team of specialist
oﬃcers, including the beautiful psychological proﬁler, DC Felicity Abbott,
Striker quickly learns he is dealing with not one, but two serial killers, who
are about to kill one victim, each week. Same time, same place, same
MO.Six of them.Who says serial killers don't know when to stop?SIX, is the
latest Detective Sergeant Striker thriller, from one of the new breed of
British authors, Robert White. This dark, violent tale is packed with
intrigue and will keep you guessing until the very last pages.

THE KILL HOUSE
A serial killer is operating from his mansion in a remote part of England.
His victims are his staﬀ. Every month he employs three people - a
housekeeper, cook, and gardener. He sources them from a gang that
smuggles in illegal immigrants. The victims don't exist in the eyes of the
law. They are invisible. The serial killer is kind to them and gets to know
them. Then he kills them in a manner that beﬁts their oﬀ-duty
interests.Former MI6 oﬃcer Ben Sign and former undercover cop Tom
Knutsen are alerted to the disappearance of numerous immigrants. Sign
suspects they are being murdered by a clever serial killer. But how does he
ascertain that person's identity?

DRAINED
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform A known serial killer is once
again taking lives in Chicago. Bodies drained of blood are being strewn
across the city. For former Tampa homicide sergeant, Hank Rawlings,
tracking down the man responsible for the killings becomes his ﬁrst
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assignment at his new position, agent in the FBI's homicide division of the
serial crimes unit. Almost before the ink dries on the new job's acceptance
papers, Hank ﬁnds himself in Chicago, knee-deep in an investigation with a
mounting body count. While every lead brings him and his partner closer to
the killer, the one that puts them directly in front of him threatens them
most.

FINDING
THE STORY OF A YOUNG BOY WHO BECOMES HIS ADOPTIVE
MOTHERS'S GREATEST SPIRITUAL TEACHER
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform Two years before adopting
seven-year-old Keydell from a group home for young boys, Kim made a vow
before the Dalai Lama to become a bodhisattva: one who cultivates an
enlightened mind, is free from delusion, and practices kindness and
compassion above all else. However, she struggles with this practice as her
new son's challenged mind sends him into ﬁts of rage and violence, while
seemingly allowing him to feel no remorse for his actions. His behaviors go
against everything Kim believes in, but she is determined to keep her
chocolate-eyed boy safely in the home she has created with her husband
and two biological children. As she tries everything she can to get Keydell
the help he needs, she must also learn to accept him exactly as he is: a
tiger in the home of elephants. This vulnerable and touching account
highlights the interplay between desire and reality, denial and acceptance,
struggle and enlightenment. As the minds of this mother and her
extraordinary son awaken - Kim's through her Buddhist practice, and
Keydell's through the science of neurofeedback - we witness the power of
love and compassion to overcome even the greatest odds."

ONE OF US IS LYING
TIKTOK MADE ME BUY IT
Penguin UK The international bestselling YA thriller by acclaimed author,
Karen M. McManus - NOW A MAJOR NETFLIX SERIES. Five students go to
detention. Only four leave alive. Yale hopeful Bronwyn has never publicly
broken a rule. Sports star Cooper only knows what he's doing in the
baseball diamond. Bad boy Nate is one misstep away from a life of crime.
Prom queen Addy is holding together the cracks in her perfect life. And
outsider Simon, creator of the notorious gossip app at Bayview High, won't
ever talk about any of them again. He dies 24 hours before he could post
their deepest secrets online. Investigators conclude it's no accident. All of
them are suspects. Everyone has secrets, right? What really matters is how
far you'll go to protect them. 'Tightly plotted and brilliantly written, with
sharp, believable characters, this whodunit is utterly irresistible' - HEAT
'Twisty plotting, breakneck pacing and intriguing characterisation add up
to an exciting single-sitting thrillerish treat' -THE GUARDIAN 'A fantastic
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murder mystery, packed with cryptic clues and countless plot twists. I
could not put this book down' - THE SUN 'Pretty Little Liars meets The
Breakfast Club' - ENTERTAINMENT WEEKLY

THOUGHTFUL DEMENTIA CARE
UNDERSTANDING THE DEMENTIA EXPERIENCE
Createspace Independent Pub Ghent-Fuller oﬀers insights into emotional
reactions and practical suggestions based on deep understanding of the
way people with dementia view many situations. She explains the loss of
various types of memory and other thinking processes, and describes how
these losses aﬀect the day to day life of people with dementia, their
understanding of the world around them and their personal situations.

NO COUNTRY FOR OLD MEN
Vintage This blistering novel—from the bestselling, Pulitzer Prize–winning
author of The Road—returns to the Texas-Mexico border, setting of the
famed Border Trilogy. The time is our own, when rustlers have given way
to drug-runners and small towns have become free-ﬁre zones. One day, a
good old boy named Llewellyn Moss ﬁnds a pickup truck surrounded by a
bodyguard of dead men. A load of heroin and two million dollars in cash are
still in the back. When Moss takes the money, he sets oﬀ a chain reaction
of catastrophic violence that not even the law–in the person of aging,
disillusioned Sheriﬀ Bell–can contain. As Moss tries to evade his
pursuers–in particular a mysterious mastermind who ﬂips coins for human
lives–McCarthy simultaneously strips down the American crime novel and
broadens its concerns to encompass themes as ancient as the Bible and as
bloodily contemporary as this morning’s headlines. No Country for Old Men
is a triumph.

THE GOOD KILLER
A NOVEL
Grove Press An act of heroism forces a husband and wife out of hiding and
into a cross-country chase for their lives in this action-packed crime
thriller. Sean Tennant and his wife, Molly, are living safely, quietly, and
cautiously in Houston. But that all changes after Sean heads to a local
shopping mall, and a gunman begins shooting everyone in sight. A former
soldier, Sean ends the slaughter with two well-placed shots—becoming a
hero with his face plastered across the news. But Sean’s newfound
notoriety exposes him to the wrath of two men he thought he had left
safely in his past. One of them blames Sean for his brother’s death. The
other wants to recover a treasure that Sean and Molly stole from him. Both
men are deadly and relentless enemies, and Sean and Molly will need to
draw on all their strength and devotion to each other if they hope to elude
them. Thus begins a cross-country chase that leads from Texas to
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Montana, from Tennessee to New York to Michigan, as the hunters and
their prey grow ever closer and, in a heart-stopping moment, converge . . .
A wickedly clever and exhilarating thriller, The Good Killer oﬀers a
sophisticated, breathtaking look at the extremes people will reach for love,
greed, and survival. “A dazzling, cinematic thriller full of vivid characters
and adrenaline-charged action. Dolan is writing in the tradition of the great
Elmore Leonard, and he does the master proud.” —Joseph Finder, New York
Times–bestselling author of House on Fire “[A] satisfying crime novel from
Dolan . . . Both action junkies and readers who like their thrillers on the
cerebral side will ﬁnd something to enjoy.” —Publishers Weekly “If you’re
up for a ﬁrst-rate page turner, look no further than Harry Dolan’s The Good
Killer . . . the book is basically one long and harrowing chase scene, right
up to the explosive climax. Block out suﬃcient time to read The Good Killer
in one sitting. It’ll be hard to stop once you get started.” —BookPage

THE ULTIMATUM
A JEREMY FISK NOVEL
HarperCollins Detective Jeremy Fisk tracks a serial sniper who has
mastered state-of-the-art airborne technology to hunt his prey in this
chilling thriller from the New York Times bestselling author and creator of
the Law & Order franchise. When a leaker named Verlyn Merritt releases
sensitive documents from the NYPD Intelligence Division to WikiLeaks,
some of the deadliest criminals have access to Detective Jeremy Fisk’s
unlisted home address. Within hours, three mysterious assailants arrive at
his Sutton Place apartment. Who are they and why do they want Fisk dead?
Authorities quickly identify and arrest Merritt. But the case takes a sinister
twist when an anonymous third party makes threats if authorities don’t
release Merritt immediately. Forced from his home and his bank accounts
drained, Fisk confronts Chay Maryland, a reporter who has been covering
Merritt’s case. Fisk wants the journalist’s help to get close to the
leaker—to ﬁnd out what Merritt really wants and who else is involved. The
investigation is nearly derailed when a serial sniper begins shooting people
on the street who seem to have no connection to Merritt’s case. The killer’s
aim is eerily accurate—and Fisk believes the shooter might be using a
drone rigged with unusual sighting capabilities. Then the sniper contacts
the New York Times and promises to kill one person every day, “for the
greater good of the citizens of America. With the clock ticking and millions
of lives at stake, Fisk and Chay must ﬁnd the mastermind before he can
wreak havoc on a city paralyzed by fear.

A DOUBLE BARRELLED DETECTIVE STORY
BoD – Books on Demand The ﬁrst scene is in the country, in Virginia; the
time, 1880. There has been a wedding, between a handsome young man of
slender means and a rich young girl-a case of love at ﬁrst sight and a
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precipitate marriage; a marriage bitterly opposed by the girl's widowed
father. Jacob Fuller, the bridegroom, is twenty-six years old, is of an old
but unconsidered family which had by compulsion emigrated from
Sedgemoor, and for King James's purse's proﬁt, so everybody -some
maliciously- the rest merely because they believed it. The bride is nineteen
and beautiful. She is intense, high-strung, romantic, immeasurably proud
of her Cavalier blood, and passionate in her love for her young husband.
For its sake she braved her father's displeasure, endured his reproaches,
listened with loyalty unshaken to his warning predictions, and went from
his house without his blessing, proud and happy in the proofs she was thus
giving of the quality of the aﬀection which had made its home in her heart.

WVU COED MURDERS, THE: WHO KILLED MARED AND KAREN?
Arcadia Publishing Some said that the killer couldn't be a local. Others
claimed that he was the wealthy son of a prominent Morgantown family.
Whispers spread that Mared and Karen were sacriﬁced by a satanic cult or
had been victims of a madman poised to strike again. Then the
handwritten letters began to arrive: "You will locate the bodies of the girls
covered over with brush--look carefully. The animals are now on the move."
Investigators didn't ﬁnd too few suspects--they had far too many. There
was the campus janitor with a fur fetish, the "harmless" deliveryman who
beat a woman nearly to death, the nursing home orderly with the bloody
broomstick and the bouncer with the "girlish" laugh who threatened to cut
oﬀ people's heads. Local authors Geoﬀrey C. Fuller and S. James
McLaughlin tell the complete story of the murders for the ﬁrst time.

ONCE A PILGRIM (JOHN CARR, BOOK 1)
HarperCollins UK ‘You couldn’t make it up. Brilliant.’ Jeﬀrey Archer
‘Decades of war has given James Deegan a natural ability to create a world
that is incredibly realistic and exciting. This takes military ﬁction to a
whole new level entirely. Deegan is a master’ Tom Marcus Mi5 Survellance
oﬃcer, Author of Capture or Kill

THE ASSASSIN
Penguin Detective Isaac Bell tracks a killer across the nation’s oilﬁelds in
this adventure in the #1 New York Times–bestselling historical series. As
Van Dorn private detective Isaac Bell strives to land a government contract
to investigate John D. Rockefeller’s Standard Oil monopoly, the case takes
a deadly turn. A sniper begins murdering opponents of Standard Oil, and
soon the assassin—shooting with extraordinary accuracy at seemingly
impossible long range—kills Bell’s best witness. Then the shooter
detonates a terrible explosion that sets the victim’s independent reﬁnery
ablaze. Bell summons his best detectives to hunt down the mysterious
killer. But the murders—shootings, poisonings, staged accidents—have just
begun as Bell tracks his phantom-like criminal adversary from the “oil
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fever” regions of Kansas and Texas to Washington, D.C., to the tycoons’
enclave of New York, to Russia’s war-torn Baku oil ﬁelds on the Caspian
Sea, and back to America for a ﬁnal, desperate confrontation. And this one
will be the most explosive of all.

THE BOOTNECK
Trachinidae Publishers 'The Chameleon Project'-a Black Operations unit led
by Bruce McQuillian whose existence is only known to a handful of men.
When a corrupt politician with an appetite for preteen girls kidnapped and
tortured while under his Unit's surveillance, McQuillian is left with a
dilemma - what to do with the rogue Commando responsible? As the stakes
escalate, a sinister plot involving a triad of the Russian Bratva, an
inﬂuential French arms dealer and one of the most powerful men within the
British security services threatens to engulf the Isles. Could a man with an
impulse for sadism and a three hundred and ﬁfty-year-old ethos burnt
within be the only man McQuillan can trust?

MONSTERS
A KING & SLATER THRILLER
MORE MONEY, MORE MURDER... Heidi Waters, CEO of billion-dollar startup
Vitality+, is all the rage in Silicon Valley. Her company's promises to roll
out a neurochemical cure for caﬀeine-related anxiety are set to change the
game, a godsend for anyone who's ever got the jitters from upsizing their
morning coﬀee order. There's just one problem. There is no cure. The
product doesn't work. A former acquaintance tips Alexis oﬀ to the tenﬁgure sham, warning that Heidi will do anything to remain in the limelight.
After all, it's often impossible for sociopaths to admit defeat. As Alexis sets
oﬀ for California, King and Slater follow, embroiling themselves in a
criminal web that encompasses a grungy and thuggish mixed-martial-arts
gym on the edge of San Francisco. Doesn't take them long to ﬁgure out
that it's all connected... What readers are saying about King & Slater:
★★★★★ - "Slater and King working together is a whole new adventure.
Twice as much death and destruction. Twice as much adventure and
excitement." ★★★★★ - "Separately, forces to be reckoned with: together,
virtually unstoppable." ★★★★★ - "Two of the best warriors I've met in a
long while. Can't wait to see who they tackle next time." ★★★★★ - "It was
absolutely fantastic. Loved every minute and I had a hard time putting it
down. The action never stops." ★★★★★ - "This book was a treat from start
to ﬁnish. I continue to be amazed by Matt's ability to come up with truly
creative situations for our beloved King and Slater to be thrown into."
★★★★★ - "I think you'll understand what makes them tick. The deepest
part of their hearts are exposed." ★★★★★ - "Jason and Will together. What
could be better? Powerful, tense, emotional and fast-paced." ★★★★★ "Two minds that are so coordinated makes for excitement whatever they
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do. Matt's really hit one out of the park with this book." ★★★★★ - "The
ensuing combat takes on more importance as family, treachery, and the
sheer volume of corruption are factored in."

THE ANGRY SEA (JOHN CARR, BOOK 2)
HarperCollins UK ‘Brutal and brilliant’ Tom Marcus, author of SOLDIER SPY

DON'T LOOK
Zebra Books IF YOU’RE ON HIS LIST A woman’s naked body is discovered,
cold and pale as the surrounding snow—except for the crimson scarf
around her neck. The weeks that follow bring more victims and evidence of
a terrifying pattern. The killer has a list. And every woman on it will get
what she deserves . . . YOU’RE AS GOOD Dr. Lynne Gale followed in her
father’s footsteps to become a vet in Pike, Wisconsin. For years, she’s had
little contact with Kir Jansen, son of the town’s late sheriﬀ. Suddenly he’s
back, insisting that Lynne’s in danger. She can’t believe anyone would
target her, but someone is hunting the women of Pike, savoring every last
moment. AS DEAD Kir hoped that his father’s frantic calls about a serial
killer were just an old man’s delusions. But the body count doesn’t lie. In
this quiet town, a monster stalks and kills. And soon, Lynne’s will be the
last name on his list . . . Praise for Pretend You’re Safe “A satisfying
mystery … Ivy's clever foreshadowing keeps the tension high throughout
this fast-moving tale, and the romance sizzles.” —Publishers Weekly “A
pulse-raising romantic thriller.” —BookPage

CLOSE TO THE BONES
A THRILLER ANTHOLOGY
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform Eleven talented authors.
Eleven remarkable thrill rides. One incredible thriller collection. From the
frozen waste to a tropical paradise, nowhere is safe. Nearly 350 pages of
thriller short stories to capture your imagination and keep you on the edge
of your seat. Start at the beginning and you may ﬁnd that you can't stop
until you've reached the end. A Bedtime Bones Story by Martha Carr.
"Sometimes the darkest moments can set us free." Paranoid in Paradise by
Craig Martelle. "Attitude can make anywhere a paradise, until the
kidnappings begin." Green Lake Bones by A.C. Fuller. "Elite Indie Reads
anticipates that A.C. Fuller will soon be a household name." Elite Indie
Reads Knuckle Bones by David Berens. "Someone is sending ﬁnger bones
to the U.S. Embassy in Afghanistan and it's up to Troy Bodean to ﬁgure out
who they belong to and why they're no longer attached." The Spy Who
Came in from the East Coast by Erika Mitchell. "What makes this series so
pleasurable to read is Bai himself, his somewhat snarky attitude and self
doubt make him more than the mere superhero jumping into the chaos to
save the day." Jeﬀ Ayers for Suspense Magazine Fatherlands by Basil
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Sands. "Based on a true family story, Fatherlands blends history, action,
and suspense in a tale of espionage, murder and a ﬂight to freedom, all
beneath the gaze of the Midnight Sun." The Interrogator by John Ling. "An
engaging thriller that investigates the psychology of fanaticism." San
Francisco Book Review The Backpack by Ethan Jones. "Justin is such an
awesome character Read in one sitting. Lots action." Amazon Reviewer Girl
Will Frame by Mixi J Applebottom. "Why does a small-town woman make a
decision with terrifying consequences?" Catching the Edge by Stephen
Campbell. "You had me at elegantly sleek woman crawling across the bed,
damned good story!" The Dark Imprint by Lee Hayton. "When Bretta
actions a job for the police, her work reveals a serial killer who may prove
to be unstoppable."

WALT DREAMERS ME
"I cannot imagine living in a world without Walt Disney." Joe Cosgrove Walt
Disney's life long journey comes to life as breaking news headlines that
entertain and engage dreamers of all ages. This novel storytelling is based
on Joe's ﬁrsthand experience as well as from friends and mentors who
worked closely with Walt during the 1930's through the 1960's. Readers
will enter the circle of nearness of Walt Disney's life journey as he
transform's and revolutionizes movie cartoons into a powerful new art
form. Walt becomes the Founding Father of modern movie animation with
the release of his ﬁrst full length feature ﬁlm, Snow White. This was the
prelude of Walt's bigger dream to create something totally new under the
sun. Driven by endless curiosity and courage, Walt Disney's dreams gave
birth to the greatest real estate developments and tourist attractions in
history with Disneyland and Walt Disney World. Today Walt's impossible
dream is still growing. For all those people who helped make his dream
come true with the opening of Disneyland in 1955, Walt created a special
place called Club 33. Joe Cosgrove was there the day the Club opened in
1967. Club 33 was a secluded hideaway in the Happiest Place on earth for
many years until the LA Times wrote a feature titled: "The Most Exclusive
Club in the World." Joe reveals some fascinating Club 33 stories during its
early secret years. This is also the story of other extraordinary dreamers,
visionaries, leaders, innovators and heroes whose lives one day
serendipitously intersected with Joe Cosgrove. These ordinary people who
did extraordinary things include Joshua Meador, Harrison "Buzz" Price, Bob
Hope, Ronald Reagan, Steve Allen, Charles E. Fuller and Billy Graham who
are just some of the personalities in this wide reaching story of notable
people who help change our world for the better. WALT DREAMERS ME
celebrates the American heritage of individual liberty with headline making
news of exceptional individuals motivated by the highest possible
standards of excellence who created innovations that greatly changed our
imagination, our culture and our world for the better. These true life
adventure headline stories are ﬁlled with heroes, mentors, tricksters,
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sidekicks, scoundrels and scallywags just like those we read about in the
newspaper every day. These very universal caricatures are seen in the
classic stories in the Bible. Walt Disney brought these caricatures to life in
such ﬁlms as Snow White, Pinocchio and Cinderella. It is our intention that
our readers accompany each person headlined in order to relate to each of
them in a new powerful and personal way.

DEVIL'S GUARD
THE REAL STORY
Swordworks Following the myths and legends about Nazis recruited by the
French Foreign Legion to ﬁght in Indochina, Eric Meyer's new book is based
on the real story of one such former Waﬀen-SS man who lived to tell the
tale. The Legion recruited widely from soldiers left unemployed and
homeless by the defeat of Germany in 1945. They oﬀered a new identity
and passport to men who could bring their ﬁghting abilities to the jungles
and rice paddies of what was to become vietnam. These were ruthless,
trained killers, brutalised by the war on the Eastern Front, their killing
skills honed to a razor's edge. They found their true home in Indochina,
where they fought and became a byword for brutal military eﬃciency.

THE FAITHFUL SPY
A NOVEL
Random House “A well-crafted page-turner that addresses the most
important issue of our time. It will keep you reading well into the
night.”–Vince Flynn A New York Times reporter has drawn upon his
experience covering the occupation in Iraq to write the most gripping and
chillingly plausible thriller of the post-9/11 era. Alex Berenson’s debut
novel of suspense, The Faithful Spy, is a sharp, explosive story that takes
readers inside the war on terror as ﬁction has never done before. John
Wells is the only American CIA agent ever to penetrate al Qaeda. Since
before the attacks in 2001, Wells has been hiding in the mountains of
Pakistan, biding his time, building his cover. Now, on the orders of Omar
Khadri–the malicious mastermind plotting more al Qaeda strikes on
America–Wells is coming home. Neither Khadri nor Jennifer Exley, Wells’s
superior at Langley, knows quite what to expect. For Wells has changed
during his years in the mountains. He has become a Muslim. He ﬁnds the
United States decadent and shallow. Yet he hates al Qaeda and the way it
uses Islam to justify its murderous assaults on innocents. He is a man
alone, and the CIA–still reeling from its failure to predict 9/11 or ﬁnd
weapons of mass destruction in Iraq–does not know whether to trust him.
Among his handlers at Langley, only Exley believes in him, and even she
sometimes wonders. And so the agency freezes Wells out, preferring to
rely on high-tech means for gathering intelligence. But as that strategy
fails and Khadri moves closer to unleashing the most devastating terrorist
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attack in history, Wells and Exley must somehow ﬁnd a way to stop him,
with or without the government’s consent. From secret American military
bases where suspects are held and “interrogated” to basement
laboratories where al Qaeda’s scientists grow the deadliest of biological
weapons, The Faithful Spy is a riveting and cautionary tale, as aﬀecting in
its personal stories as it is sophisticated in its political details. The ﬁrst spy
thriller to grapple squarely with the complexities and terrors of today’s
world, this is a uniquely exciting and unnerving novel by an author who
truly knows his territory.

MURDER IN THE STACKS
PENN STATE, BETSY AARDSMA, AND THE KILLER WHO GOT AWAY
Rowman & Littleﬁeld On Nov. 28, 1969, Betsy Aardsma, a 22-year-old
graduate student in English at Penn State, was stabbed to death in the
stacks of Pattee Library at the university’s main campus in State College.
For more than forty years, her murder went unsolved, though detectives
with the Pennsylvania State Police and local citizens worked tirelessly to
ﬁnd her killer. The mystery was eventually solved—after the death of the
murderer. This book will reveal the story behind what has been a scary
mystery for generations of Penn State students and explain why the
Pennsylvania State Police failed to bring her killer to justice.More than a
simple true crime story, the book weaves together the events, culture, and
attitudes of the late 1960s, memorializing Betsy Aardsma and her time and
place in history.

COLD BLOOD (AN AIDAN SNOW SAS THRILLER, BOOK 1)
HarperCollins UK Aidan Snow thought he could escape his past. But now
it’s back, with a vengeance.

THE SECOND SON
WINNER OF THE 2021 BEST DEBUT CRIME FICTION NED KELLY AWARD
Text Publishing The breakout blockbuster Australian crime of 2021.
Warring families on the streets of Western Sydney, a debt that must be
paid in blood, and a love story surviving against the odds.

HI MY NAME IS CJ
CreateSpace Hi My Name Is C.J. is an easy to read, fun, interactive
children's book. Meet 5 year-old C.J. and learn about all the things he likes
and does. Enjoy the interactive pages by writing your own C.J. story and
have fun drawing and colorizing the characters. Have fun and use your
imagination.
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JIM & ME
Harper Collins He was the world's greatest athlete, and a hero—until his
medals were taken away. Stosh is shocked when his enemy, Bobby Fuller,
begs him for a favor. He wants Stosh to take him back in time to meet
Native American Jim Thorpe—an Olympic champion who lost his medals in a
scandal. Thorpe went on to play professional baseball and football, but he
could never again achieve such fame. His name was disgraced. Join Stosh
and Fuller on a quest to save Jim's reputation. You'll meet Christy
Mathewson, John McGraw, and the rest of the New York Giants in this
eighth exciting, action-packed baseball card adventure!

THE FOLLOWER
SAS HERO TURNS MANCHESTER HITMAN
The teenage son of front running US Presidential Candidate, Senator JE
Blackman, is found horribly murdered in a Manchester apartment.
Blackman knows that if the intimate details of the crime become public, his
political ambitions will be in ruins.There can be no arrests, no trial.The
Senator is one of the world's richest men. Wealthy enough to make
Washington dance to his tune and demand the CIA solve his problem.Their
solution?Find a deniable operative. A man that knows the city and its
criminal underworld. A man that will seek out the killers and dispose of
them, without a second thought. A damaged ex SAS hero that will do
anything if the price is right.A man called Rick Fuller.THE FOLLOWER is
book four in the best selling Rick Fuller Thriller Series. Furiously paced,
deliciously violent and with laugh out loud humour. This action packed
thriller will appeal to readers who like Lee Child, Stephen Leather and Chris
Ryan.Praise for the Rick Fuller Series:"A cracking action adventure series
with a great cast, all set in Manchester... Breathtaking"

AMERICAN GODS
Harper Collins Shadow is a man with a past. But now he wants nothing
more than to live a quiet life with his wife and stay out of trouble. Until he
learns that she's been killed in a terrible accident. Flying home for the
funeral, as a violent storm rocks the plane, a strange man in the seat next
to him introduces himself. The man calls himself Mr. Wednesday, and he
knows more about Shadow than is possible. He warns Shadow that a far
bigger storm is coming. And from that moment on, nothing will ever he the
same...
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